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ABSTRACT: Two years ago, the East Prussian and the Low-Silesian Railway lines celebrated their 160th anniversaries. The history of both first railway connections in the Eastern railway network development in the whole region in the 19th century is presented together with information about the railway between Berlin and Wroclaw.
Special attention is paid to the railway bridges built in this period. The first large iron bridges and typical masonry arch structures are presented. Special attention is paid to masonry arches. The condition appraisal of existing masonry arches requires new developed technical methodologies, effective tools and procedures for
the description of the bridges current state and function. Their current technical condition as well as serviceability is described.

INTRODUCTION
Industrialisation in Middle Europe around 1850
The first railway line between Nürnberg and Fürth in Frankovia was taken into service in 1835. Beginning in 1841
it was planned, to expand the railway networks to the ends of the former German and Prussian areas. Although the projects were postponed during the revolution in Germany, 1848, the construction of the railway
network was continued. The connection between Berlin and Kaliningrad (former Königsberg) was built in the
same period as the Lower Silesian-Markian railway connection between Berlin and Wroclaw (former Breslau),
beginning in 1850. The Silesian railway network was built after the first iron girder bridges had already been built
in the world. In the middle of the 19th century, in England and France, iron bridge design and construction had
already been carried out systematically, e.g. during the construction of the Conway (1848, span 122 m) and
the Britannia bridge, a tubular-Bridge with full webs, (1850, built by Robert Stephenson), crossing the Mennai
Strait until 1970. The boxes consisted of composed thin metal plates forming a full web. The box cross section
reached a span and load bearing capacity, as full webs never achieved again before 1924.

Figure 1: Lower Silesian railway network East of Berlin in the end of the 19th century; (Görlitzer-Bahn.de)
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Calculation theory and static
Around 1850, the development of steel bridges only began in Germany, because engineers assumed, new
iron bridges were not tested enough, yet. The development of calculation theories, e.g. The Graphical Static
(Carl Culmann, 1821-1881) based on analysis and experiences of the work previously done by French Engineers and excursions to France, England and Northern America. Basics for bridge statics and mechanic were
developed e.g. Pierre de Varignon (1654-1722, Nouvelle mécanique, ou Statique, 1725), Jean-Victor Poncelet
(1788-1867, Introduction a la mécanique industrielle, 1829), Barthélémy-Edouard Cousinery (Le Calcul par le
trait, ses éléments et ses applications, 1839) and Louis Poincot (1777-1859, Elements de statique).
The Silesian Railway network
The Lower Silesian Railway Society was founded in 1841. In 1843, the Prussian King Friedrich Wilhelm IV signed
the treaty for the concession of the Lower Silesian-Markian railway network, with 1/7 participation of the Prussian state. On October, 19th, 1844, the first railway line section from Breslau (Wroclaw) to Liegnitz (Legnica) was
handed over to the public use. On September, 1st, 1846, the next section between Frankfurt, Bunzlau and Guben was taken into use. The same day, the new Frankfurt station with through tracks was taken into service .
The new modern entrance building of the station was erected in the area of the today’s platform number 2
Since mid 1849 the Lower Silesian Network was given to the King´s administration and in June 1852 the railway
line Berlin–Breslau was nationalized by the Prussian state as the second state railway after the king’s east railway line, Ostbahn, that existed since 1845. After fusion between the Silesian and Berlin–Frankfurt railways, the
name was Niederschlesische–Märkische Eisenbahn (NME). When the new line connected Breslau/Wrocław
with Posen/Poznan on October 29, 1856, the new main railway station in Breslau was established. The former
station was designed by Wilhelm Grapow and has been rebuilt between 1894 and 1904. In late 1856 the NME
owned already more than 26 steam engines. Surprisingly, the travel time has doubled since these early years.
Not until 1860, the second track was finalized between Berlin and Wroclaw.
After 1868, the railway continued from Wroclaw (Breslau), via Olesnica (Oels) to Kluczbork (Kreuzburg) and after 1871 to Warsaw.
Engineering structures of the Silesian railway network
Iron bridges

Figure 2 (left): First iron bridge in Dirschau (Tczew) 1857, behind: early mild iron bridge by Schwedler, 1890;
(Photograph: W. Ramm, www.tzew-witten.de); Figure 3 (right): First iron bridge in Marienburg (Malbork) 1857,
left: early mild iron bridge by Schwedler, 1893, (ostbahn.eu)
The construction supervision of the East Prussian railway line to from Berlin to Königsberg (today Kaliningrad),
where the first section was taken into service in 1851, was handed over to Carl Lentze (1801-1883), who was a
higher public servant in the Prussian state. Following his design, two mayor iron latice truss girder bridges were
built from 1850 to 1857:
- Town-girder Bridge near Dirschau crossing the Weichsel (today: bridge in Tczew over the Vistula River, see
Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 after WWII, www.ostbahn.eu)
- Nogat bridge in Marienburg (today: Old bridge over the Nogat in Malbork – see Fig. 3, www.ostbahn.eu).
Both bridges were built at the same time by the same site team, structural engineer and architect. The Swiss
engineer Rudolph Eduard Schinz was responsible for the structural realization. Friedrich August Stüler as his
architect, was especially responsible for the bridge towers.
Today, after the WWII, almost nothing but few ruins is left over from both Nogat bridges, built in 1857 and 1893.
Fig. 4 shows the destroyed bridges in Dirschau, western end blast away by Polish sappaer to slow down the
German Army, on September 1st 1939 at 06:40 (wikipedia, 23.12.08). The Dirschau bridges have been
reconstructed. The town-truss-girder bridge reaches over six spans, 131 m each. Only three spans and four
towers are left from the original bridge. Although it had been designed as a railway bridge first, the train traffic
changed to the Schwedler bridge, built with first early mild iron in 1890. Now the truss girder bridge is in use for
pedestrians and low weight cars. The weight of cars is restricted to 3.5 t.
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Figure 4 (left): Dirschau bridges after destruction in 1939(photograph: author unknown, Wikipedia.org); Figure 5
(right): Typical 19th century steel bridge with riveted sections 19th century along the Lower Silesian railway line
The riveted structure in Fig. 5 shows a typical short span bridge with main girders of built-up web girders
designed for only one track. The following main groups of the defects can be distinguished:
• Deformations (geometry changes) of structure elements (see Fig. 6a),
• Discontinuities (cracks) in concrete or masonry supports (see Fig. 6b),
• Partial or total dysfunction of the coating causing deterioration and loss of structure material (see Fig. 6c),
• Restrictions in bearing displacement possibilities because of contaminations (see Fig. 6d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6: Characteristic defects of steel bridges on the railway line Berlin–Wroclaw: a) deformations, b) cracks
in abutment, c) deterioration and loss of material, d) limitation in bearing displacements;
(Photographs: WUT)
Concrete structures
Concrete bridges were probably built later than the original railway line after replacing the original structures.
Typical examples of simply supported slab structures made of reinforce concrete (RC) are presented in Fig. 7.
Characteristic today’s defects of the concrete bridges located on the railway line Berlin–Wroclaw can be
listed as follows (see Fig. 7):
- Deterioration of physical and/or chemical features of the structural material (concrete and steel),
- Discontinuities (cracks) in concrete,
- Loss of material (loss of concrete cover, diminishing of cross-section of steel bars).
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a)

b)

Figure 7: Typical RC slab bridge on the railway line Berlin–Wroclaw and typical defects: a) deterioration and
cracks in concrete abutment, b) deterioration and loss of material (concrete and steel bars, Photos: WUT)
Masonry arches
Most bridges of the railway line Berlin–Wroclaw can be classified as short- and medium-size structures. In the
region of Lower Silesia 38 bridges and viaducts as well as 115 culverts are located on this line. Various types of
bridges and culverts have been constructed including steel, masonry and later also concrete structures.
Culverts (< 2 m) are not bridges according to the rules of the German railways.

b)

a)

Figure 8: a) Typical masonry arch bridge (left) and culvert (right) on the railway line Berlin–Wroclaw with the
most frequent defects: deterioration, and loss of material; (Photographs: WUT)
Almost no information is available on masonry arches. Drawings got lost and the distribution of load as well as
information about the structure above the arch barrel, the backfill, the spandrel and the wing walls are
unknown. Sometimes only the arch is carrying only one track now, although according to the width of the arch
it was designed for two tracks. This gives the arch a higher safety level. Precise recommendations for condition
assessment of existing arches are not available in Europe. Characteristic defects of masonry arches located
on the railway line Berlin–Wroclaw are (see Fig. 8):
- Deterioration of physical and/or chemical features of the masonry (freeze/thaw cycles, humidity cycles),
- Discontinuities (cracks) in masonry, bricks and/or mortar, separation of spandrel walls
- Deformation (movement of spandrel walls
- Loss of material (loss of concrete cover, diminishing of cross-section of steel bars).
Non-structural details

a)

b)

Figure 9: German (a) and Polish (b) hectometer poles along the railway line Berlin–Wroclaw; (Photos: WUT)
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After World War II, one of the two existing tracks was taken out of operation and up to now, only one track is
open for traffic on the line between Berlin and Wroclaw. Anyway, the majority of the bridges has still structures
able to carry two tracks. Along the line two types of hectometer poles can be found: according to German
standards (see Fig. 9a) and Polish regulations (see Fig. 9b)
Problems and Needs
Aging structures suffer from aging and war, from changes in the responsibilities from German to Polish owners,
so, many drawings and static calculations got lost. The owners need to have information about the geometry
and the current condition. In case load has to be increased, they additionally need information about the
strength of the old building material and finally about the integrity and load capacity of the structure.
The building material as bricks or natural stone can suffer from deterioration caused by salt or carbonate concentration, from frost/ thaw cycles, reduced compression strength or losses. Sometimes. spandrel walls are
separated from the arch barrel.
The visual inspection gives first information. Inspections have be carried out regularly under the responsibility of
the owners, usually once in three years from underneath the bridge and once in six years in touching distance
with application of advanced non-destructive testing (NDT) and other measurements.
CONDITION ASSESSMENT BY MEANS OF NDT AND DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS – PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Frame of the research
The project Sustainable Bridges, funded by the European Union between 2003 and 2007, carried out research
to better assess existing railway bridges, as no standards are available in most of the European countries. The
scientific work between 32 partners from 12 European countries resulted in guidelines for assessment of existing
railway bridges that are the main project output, available from the website (www.sustainablebridges.net):
Guideline for inspection and condition assessment of railway bridges
Guideline for Load and resistance assessment
Guideline for Monitoring
Guideline for repair and strengthening
The guideline for Inspection and Condition Assessment was first applied to investigate a masonry arch bridge
in the Polish city Olesnica in a field study. Numerous masonry arch bridges still exist in Poland from this early
phase of railway engineering, built in the mid of the 19th century, as the bridge in Olesnica. Often, as for the
investigated arch, drawings and static calculations are not available after two world wars. Thus, advanced
non-destructive testing and traditional measurements helps to better understand the current condition, durability and safety of these old structures. In the first phase of the project, a number of scientific investigations on
optimization and development of non-destructive testing methods was carried out. The delivered research is
presented in the technical reports and in publications. The final descriptions and recommendations are included in the Guideline for inspection and condition assessment of railway bridges (SB-ICA), which is currently
under construction in cooperation of researchers. The guideline recommends procedures for inspection and
presents the most effective techniques of non-destructive testing.

Figure 10: Assessment flowchart for inspection, assessment and strengthening further developed and upgraded for all assessment phases within the project Sustainable Bridges; (Graph: BAM, SB-ICA, p. )
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A system of classification of bridge defects is also proposed together with a comprehensive collection of typical defects [13], collected during bridge engineer’s practical work. The classification system should enable
harmonization of defect identification by all bridge inspectors in Europe.
A classification may also help the bridge engineer to find the appropriate testing method to be used for his
specific problem by means of the links between defects and techniques presented in the NDT toolbox, a part
of the “Guideline”. The assessment of existing structures follows the same flow in all phases of investigation. It is
the upgraded and further developed procedure published by working group 1 of the International Association
for Bridges and Structural Engineering, IABSE, in the mid of the 1990ties, see Fig. 10.
The NDT toolbox as part of SB-ICA, contains information about well-known traditional testing methods as well
as about advanced new techniques (acoustic methods, radar technology, electromagnetic radiographic
and thermographic methods, etc.). For each method the following groups of information are described:
- Physical background of the method,
- Range of application to different types of bridge structures,
- Required equipment and experience of testing team,
- Positive and negative aspects of the method,
- Time and cost expenditure,
- Typical application and form of results,
- References and links to websites.
In close cooperation between the Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing and the Wroclaw University of Technology, the old bridge from the mid of the 19th century (Fig. 11) was investigated with traditional
displacement measurements and advanced methods. Together, the research teams from Wroclaw and Berlin
performed several measurement campaigns, both, under defined traffic loading and in detail inspection with
electromagnetic non-destructive testing (NDT)-methods. New methods as microwave radar displacement
measurements (IDS Pisa, Italy) have been compared with traditional laser and LVTD- deformation measurement, see Fig. 11 and the results in Fig. 13. The masonry arch was investigated in geometrical survey, radar
measurements with different polarization of the antenna, spectral induced polarization, thermography and
radar array measurements. The results have been verified by coring. A three dimensional mathematical model
was developed and calibrated using the results from the measurements.

19th century

a) Laser

b) Microwave radar

c) LVDT

Figure 11(left): Typical arch in Olesnica; Figure 12 (right): Displacement measurements; (Photos 11,12: BAM)
Ongoing common international research projects in the railway bridge engineering are also described. All information obtained during the European project, mentioned above is presented to the scientific community in
railway engineering online in the internet under www.sustainablebridges.net (SB).
Advanced non-destructive testing of the arch in Olesnica
As an interesting testing object, the masonry arch bridge in Olesnica/ Oels was chosen by the SB-project partners to demonstrate advanced new and traditional existing NDT- methods and measurement procedures. The
masonry arch bridge with 9,93 m span was very probable built in 1868, when the new railway line from Breslau/
Wrocław, continuing to Olesnica/ Oels, Kreuzburg/ Kluczbork in Higher Silesia and Vossowska, was taken into
service. Basically, the allowed speed was 120 km/h for maximum axles up to 22.5 t.
The bridge is crossing a well-frequented rural road and a no-name creek. Unfortunately, no drawings are
available anymore, they got probably lost during WW II. Thus, the investigation began with a refined visual inspection. The geometrical measurement, using a theodolite was also applied to measure the position of the
investigated NDT-fields and fit them into the drawings
For the tentative calculation, the colleagues from the Wrocław University carried out a preliminary measurement under dynamic excitation, static and traffic load. Since nowadays, only one track is crossing the bridge,
there was no danger, that the bridge was overloaded. But the track bed needs urgent refinement and so the
maximum speed was reduced. It is expected, that the results can be transferred to at least ten other bridges,
which were built within the eighteen hundred sixties.
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Several non-destructive testing methods were applied to the same areas of the arch: Different radar antennas
were applied to the arch barrel (see Fig. 12), wing walls, the dam and the track. Finally the measured displacement data were used as input in simulation and to update a structural model. The calibrated model was
used for structural assessment of the existing arch of unknown parameters.
Table 1 : Investigated parameters.
Physical parameter*
Arch barrel: humidity
Arch barrel: backfill
Track bed
Shape of the arch, geometry
Humidity, masonry aging
Characteristic of the
masonry
Displacement
Masonry strength

NDT-method
Radar antenna
Radar antenna
Radar array
Theodolite

Result
Dysfunction of the drainage system, localisation
Unknown structural components, hidden hollows
Quality of the gravel, change of the elasticity
Update of construction plans, correlation between
measured areas and structure
Qualitative information about the current condition

Thermography
Spectral induced polarisation (SIP)
LVDT
Laservibrometer Microwave radar
Compression test**

Basic research about electric characteristics of the
old masonry
Displacement of the masonry arch in the middle
Displacement under traffic
Compression strength

* Measured on site
**Minor destructive testing

Figure 12: Left: Manual measurement at the arch barrel (bold line in track direction) with 500 and 900 MHz antennas, Right: Hidden drainage structure, Below: Inclined reflection zone in the radargram visualizes a concrete drainage plate above the arch barrel. A concrete layer was found by drilling from track level; (Photograph and images: BAM, Sustainable Bridges SB7.4)

Figure 13: Comparison of laser and microwave radar displacement measurements; (graphs: BAM; IDS Pisa)
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Further outcome from radar echo and radar tomographic applications with different antennas and polarizations were the detection of humid areas and six chambers, three on each side of the arch, about 60 cm
above the road level. The obtained radar signals have been verified by drilling small holes. The chambers were
probably assumed to be filled with explosives for destroying the bridge to slow down enemies military. Fortunately, nobody knew about the chambers. Thus, the bridge was not blast away during the last days of the war.
CONCLUSIONS
A new approach gives non-destructive testing a higher role in condition assessment of existing old bridges.
Structural information was gained to get better input in structural models. In case of the presented arch structure, a concrete drainage system and the blast chambers were found means of radar investigations using different antennas with variation of their polarization. The behavior of the arch under traffic load was assessed by
means of different displacement measurement systems as laser displacement, LVDT and new microwave radar. A very good correlation was found. The measured data were used as the input for simulation model update. Minor destructive testing as coring allows the verification of the NDT-results and testing of the masonry
strength.
Results of the presented international research project should be very useful in condition assessment of old
bridges located on the line Berlin–Wroclaw. Knowledge accumulated in the projects can be implemented in
the process of modernization of the considered railway line. Cooperation of German and Polish partners in the
research projects creates a good background for common practical applications of the research results.
Finally the following concluding remarks and comments can be formulated:
- The historical railway connection between Berlin and Wroclaw should be an important part of the European
transportation network again,
- The line needs improvements to reduce travel time, to increase acceptable axle loads and to meet other
requirements of today’s railway traffic,
- Bridge structures located on the line need precise assessment of technical condition and serviceability
based on results of advanced testing techniques and reliable methods of analysis,
- Remaining lifetime of the bridges should be precisely evaluated taking into account individual history of
each structure,
- Historical values of many bridges require proper rehabilitation methods and justified decisions according to
the structure replacement,
- Results of the active cooperation between German and Polish partners in ongoing international research
projects in the field of railway bridges can be applied in a common program of restoration of this historical
connection.
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